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Educational Trip - Govt. Fine Arts College, Chennai

B.Voc. & M.Voc. Students of 3D Animation were taken on an educational field visit to
Government College of Fine Arts located in Egmore, Chennai. The purpose of the visit was mainly
to give opportunity to our students to learn and understand the various forms of art practiced in
the state. Govt. College of Fine Arts is one of the oldest institutions in the city, teaching and
inculcating “Art” to students for decades. It is reputed to have several notable art luminaries.
Gifted with a wide lush green geographical spread, the institution has several departments like:
Sculpting, Painting, Clay Modelling, Pottery, Printing, Textile Designing and much more. The
campus is specially known for its sculpting works. This is evident from the fact that it has several
statues showered all over the campus right from the entrance. Every statue has a story to tell and a
history that is worth knowing. Students visited all the departments in a circuit and indulged
themselves in a feast of masterly art work.

Students at the Ceramic & Textiles Department



Students watch as a faculty in the department of pottery gives a brief demonstration to students in the art of pot-making

Students and faculty in front of the Sculpting department



In the department of sculpting, they could see the students of the college actually making statues.
Witnessing art in creation was an enthralling experience for our students. They then moved to the
Department of Painting, where they saw first year undergraduate students performing Still Life
drawing in a masterly attitude. Our students also received a brief lecture on Still Life drawing by
one of the faculties. Later, one of our student was invited to be a model to be drawn by the arts
students.  In the department of Clay modelling, students watched the making of several clay
models like Lord Ganesh, Boats, etc. using different types of tools and techniques.

A student of B.Voc. 3D Animation try out sketching a portrait in the Painting department



In the department of Visual Communication, various mini models, paintings, graphic designs, art
works were on display. Different types of painting like oil painting, canvas painting, etc. were also
on display. In the textile department, various patterns made by the students which were printed
on clothes was kept for display. In the Pottery department, students viewed a brief demonstration
on how to make a pot given by one of the faculties. Various pot models which were shaped by the
students were put on display. On the whole, the entire experience was a fruitful and inspiring
endeavour to our students.

An art student at work- making a statue in the Department of Sculpting



Students watch and learn as fine arts students practice making clay models



A line sketch of the model- painted by the fine arts college students



Students of 3D Animation try out their drawing skills by
drawing a series of models placed in front


